CSE 101, Winter 2016

Lecture 13 Notes

Class URL: http://vlsicad.ucsd.edu/courses/cse101-w16/
Notes February 18 (1)

• HW3 grades are posted

• From yesterday’s extra PA3 session in Solis 111 and all other indications, PA3 has gone smoothly

• PA3: please remove your debug print statements prior to turn-in (otherwise, tests will fail)!
  – Another reminder: please make sure your project builds/runs on ieng6 machines!

• In general, please look at HW review / PA review slides (i.e., Friday afternoon session slides)
  – Quite a few Piazza threads are seen to be previously answered in posted Friday material

• Help reminder from 2/9: “If you feel you need a 1-1 or 1-k (k a small number) appointment with a reader-tutor, please email Mingyu and Rishikesh, with cc to me. This should be doable (earlier is better than later !!!).”